
E – TRANSPORT & HIGHWAYS 

45 SETS OF COMMENTS 

E35 There is noticeable rush hour traffic travelling through Holwell from Hazelbury Bryan 
to Sherborne and back which the roads were not designed to cope with  
E36 Depends on the time of day  
E35 Too many "sat nav" lorries using small lanes / Visibility when existing junctions is 
very poor 
E36  Stiles are overgrown often / The traffic speeds through the village / More benches 
spaced for resting places along the main thoroughfare to encourage walking  
E36 I walk every day but there are large lorries which use the narrow lane where I walk 
which makes it unsafe at times  
E36 - Cars drive very fast   Not safe to walk or ride a bike 
E35 - No speed restrictions on our straight section of Holwell roads - needs to be some! 
E35 and E36 - The 30mph speed limit should be extended to Packers Hill    Any increase in 
traffic in Stony Lane will exacerbate problems @ junction of Stony Lane/Packers Hill  
E35 Farm traffic travels too fast and usually do not slow down when approaching 
oncoming traffic  
E35  We certainly get more heavy traffic because of the Cornford bridge restriction - 
rather than use the A3030 and B3413 to Kings Stag  
We don’t have any issues with walking around Holwell  
E35: Contract farm vehicles!  
Traffic as lots of tractors etc. hectic sometimes on roads as country area, but that's how it 
is.  
Re E36: don't walk around Holwell.  
Re e35: Parking outside nursery on Crouch Lane.  
More attention is needed for verges/hedgerows to improve visibility and safety.  
Re E35: Parking is an issue when people show no respect for other road users / Re E36: 
What is our comparison to assess good and poor  
E36 SOME VERGES ARE NOT WIDE ENOUGH  
FARM AND HEAVY TRAFFIC MAKE SUCH A MESS OF THE VERGES!  SO OFTEN ROADS ARE 
FILTHY. SURFACE WATER DRAINAGE NEEDS ATTENTION!  
E36 WALK THE DOGS EVERYDAY FARM TRAFFIC AND LORRIES TRAVEL TOO FAST ON 
STOCK HILL LANE  
E35  HOLWELL IS A VILLAGE CONSISTING OF FARMS, MIXED TRADES ETC. SURROUNDED 
BY FARMLAND ETC YOU ARE GOING TO GET A CERTAIN AMOUNT OF TRAFFIC NO MATTER 
WHERE YOU LIVE.  
E35  I FIND FARM TRAFFIC VERY NOISY - RATTLING- INCONSIDERATE, FRIGHTENING 
SPEEDS IN BUILT UP AREAS  
VERY IMPORTANT  
E35 SPEED OF TRAFFIC  
E36 FARM TRAFFIC SPEED ESPECIALLY ON THE DROVE IS BEYOND STUPID AT PEAK TIMES
  



E36 IT IS DANGEROUS TO WALK TO THE POST BOX ESPECIALLY AROUND CORNER 
OPPOSITE THE VICARAGE PARKING OUTSIDE SCHOOL IS VERY DANGEROUS  
E35 - Problems relating to traffic are mainly because of lack of pavements / E36 - Unsafe 
because of lack of pavements and speed of traffic  
Traffic calming measures would divert traffic to main road A30 
Occasionally there are drivers that ignore the 30mph speed limit which means it doesn't 
feel safe to walk  
E36 Lack of footpaths + speeding traffic - not good! / More footpaths would be helpful 
Huge increase in traffic over the years driving far too fast in derestricted areas - walking 
down lanes a hazard  
E35 Farm traffic - on observation it appears that contractor traffic causes most problems 
with speeding etc.    Local farmers seem more considerate on the roads  
E34 ? next to Bus  
E36 We find the lane very dangerous where we live.   In 16 year no one has ever done 
speed checks where we are located to my knowledge  
Re E36: Main street is nice and wide, no need for pavement - keep village rural.  
E36 Please speed humps between Peaceful Lane and the Nursery to remedy problem  
Certain footpath signs are unclear or removed  
Footpaths and bridleways: the signposts are often obscured or not present    Bridleway 
gates are almost impossible to open and shut whilst remaining mounted  
E36  Perfectly safe  
E35 - traffic speed along the drove  
E35 & E36 Contract farm traffic speed too fast and parking outside Nursery School  
We all need supermarket delivery vans for delivery of groceries.   Farmers and business 
people need to use the village roads to function properly  
E35/E36 Holwell has a major problem with speeding traffic (all) and until the Highways 
Dept, install traffic calming then a major accident will happen!  
E35 Nursery School a problem / Holwell has the widest roads and verges of most villages 
in Dorset so very safe / Holwell is a drive through village for people commuting to work 
and pleasure and farming vehicles"  
Traffic calming measures in village  
E35 - Farm traffic - vehicles are too large and destroy the verges / E36 Speeding cars can 
make it unsafe 


